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THE FOUR MOST IMPORTANT THINGS TO KNOW
WHEN PRODUCING A BOOK
You write to communicate to the hearts and minds
of others what’s burning inside you—
And we edit to let the fire show through the smoke.1

So you’re ready to write, edit, or produce your book.
Excellent! You’ve found the right team to help you get
going. In this handy report, you’ll learn several critical elements for getting the book-production process
right. Some of these elements include understanding
your role as the author, your time commitments and
goals, and, lastly, the qualifications of your service
provider, Eschler Editing.
In a nutshell, we’ll cover:
1. The skills and background a top-notch professional editor has, as well as what to understand about the scope of a project of this nature.
2. How to maintain ownership of the project without burdening your time.
3. Determining your publishing goals, whether you intend to self-publish and immediately
distribute and promote; produce the book only with an agent and traditional publisher
in mind; or self-publish and promote initially, but with a mind open to later courting an
agent and traditional publisher.
4. A system for quick and professional delivery of your product: the how and why and
everything in between so your product reaches your audience exactly as you intend.

Ready to get started? Let’s dive in!
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1. The Skills and Background of a
Top-Notch Professional Editor
In “What’s a Professional Editor Worth?”2 author Dave Bricker says that in seeking
the right editor or ghostwriter, you should look for someone who’s not only a good
writer and who’s spent years studying the finer points of language, grammar, punctuation, and typography (hyphens, en dashes), but someone who has “the ability to
read . . . deeply, find inconsistencies, recognize overused patterns, understand . . . storytelling, and convey these to an author as [a] useful, sometimes hard-hitting but never
insulting critique. This kind of professional is difficult to come by—this editor understands both the left-brained, technical points of fine writing and the right-brained art of communicating stories, ideas, emotions, experiences, and streams of consciousness and perspective
for which there are no names.”
A professional editor who fits those qualifications will be able to help with the following:

Publishing Knowledge and Market Awareness
Arguably, the most important quality of a professional book editor or ghostwriter, assuming
equal literary and editorial skills among his/her peers, is that of having an actual background
working and publishing in the industry. Editors and ghostwriters who have previously traditionally published as well as self-published (whether in print, with ebooks, or both)—particularly
if they have worked in-house as professional editors for traditional publishers—have a huge
advantage over writing and editing professionals who are great writers but know little about
today’s publishing environment.
Why does this matter so much? Editors and writers who have been published and seen the inner
workings of the industry are far more likely to understand market forces, trends, and saturation
patterns and thus know better how to edit and write toward a very specific target audience, how
to position the book in a competitive market, how to advise on other steps in the publishing
process, and, finally, how to determine when you’re better off traditionally publishing versus selfpublishing. In short, they know what will appeal to agents and in-house editors and what’s too
niche or will fall victim to an oversaturated market (if you’re looking at the traditional route).

Key Areas for Market Awareness
• Helping you target an audience: Are you looking to impress? Inform? Entertain? Who’s
your target audience? To which readers are you specifically marketing? What group are
you trying to reach? Will your audience already know something about the things you
are presenting, or will you need to establish some basics upon which to build your ideas?
Does your audience even exist? You need someone who knows how to organize your
content for the market you want to hit. This is crucial for any manuscript. When authors
consider whom they want their book to reach, it’s understandable to think, “Well . . .
everyone!” But casting a net this far and wide in hopes of including “all” risks losing
many of your key readers—those who would respond most enthusiastically to your
material and help spread your message. That’s not all: It is also difficult for publishers
and bookstores to correctly place a book without a clearly defined audience. Although a
successful manuscript focuses on a specific audience, its author can still hope it will have
a wider appeal—the key is not to lose the targeted appeal.
• Helping you clearly establish genre and tone: If you were to search for your inspirational/
self-help book at Barnes and Noble, to which section would you go? Devotional? Memoir? Self-improvement? Or organizational business/leadership literature, with or without
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a spiritual focus? Although some of these genres may overlap at times, each requires a
certain tone to appropriately fill its niche. Knowing where your book should fall will be
important in future marketing endeavors, particularly if you ever seek representation by
an agent.
• Making your message, thesis, or hook crystal clear: How would you capture the essence of
your book in a sentence, and is it distinct from all the competitive “noise” out there? Your
central message/thesis is the glue that will hold all your stories and ideas together—and
will determine the organization of the entire book. Put another way, your thesis is like a
golden strand, and each one of your stories/ideas is like a pearl you offer your reader. But
if the pearl is handed to readers without a clear chain on which to string it, it’s liable to
get lost or set aside because the reader doesn’t know where to place it or see how it fits
with other pearls. In other words, your takeaway will be unclear, your organization confusing, and your message not very compelling. You need to make sure that each pearl is
consistently strung on that same chain. This “hook” is also what you’ll be using to market
your book and pitch it to readers, the media, salespeople, agents/editors, and others, so
knowing your hook beforehand allows you to ensure your book lives up to the promise
you’re making.

Organization
In addition to someone with publishing knowledge and market awareness, we’ll make sure you
have an editor who has strengths in organizing. If you’re working on a short project, this is
less important. But for a book with hundreds of pages of information and stories, a hook that
needs to come through loud and clear, and ideas that need to build on each other from chapter
to chapter toward a satisfying end, this skill is critically important. There are also redundancies
that need to be tracked and compressed, editorial research and sources to cite, and multiple
drafts to sort out, rewrite, and refine, making it all the more important that you have an editor
with organizational skills.

Reader Awareness
You and your editor need to understand what the reader will likely experience while reading
your book. This includes knowing how to hook an audience with your first pages so you don’t
lose the chance to share your story or ideas; knowing what your audience’s background is likely
to be and thus what blanks need to be filled in; and sensing which parts will drag, which might
be confusing or need more detail, and which are too tangential and will pull the reader out of
the book or obscure the takeaway. A writer almost always needs an outside perspective to give
him or her insight into what’s not working, and a good editor can provide exactly that.

Rhetorical Insights
An editor can ensure that your professionalism, authority, and likeability as an author are not
inadvertently damaged due to innocent rhetorical mistakes or assumptions about readers’
backgrounds. For example, a perceptive editor would note important issues to resolve: “Did
you know that some of the wording in your manuscript shows bias against people who did not
go to college?” Or “Did you realize that you’re assuming your readers grew up in a two-parent
home with a particular neighborhood culture? Your readers are missing the joke because they
don’t understand the implications in this scene—their experiences just aren’t the same.” A good
editor will ensure you don’t lose or offend potential fans.
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Knowing When and How to Do Research and Cite Sources
Some parts of your manuscript can be completely anecdotal and based on personal experience.
Many of your stated facts, metaphors, and ideas, however, might be based on historical events,
published research, and others’ intellectual property and therefore have the potential of making
your manuscript less credible should you fail to research how such things specifically functioned
or occurred—or should you fail to learn when and how much you can summarize, paraphrase,
or quote. Get things like this wrong, and you’re likely to annoy a knowledgeable reader (and
thus lose that word-of-mouth promotion), embarrass or discredit yourself, receive poor reviews,
or face a “fair-use” lawsuit. An editor experienced in industry standards will be aware of such
issues and can guide you accordingly or do the research for you.

Giving You the Professional Edge—Especially for Traditional Publication
Your manuscript must ensure you come off as the professional you are. So you want a team
who has decades of experience in publishing and stays abreast of what’s making waves in the
book industry. And if you’re looking to be competitive in traditional publishing, there’s even
more at stake. In that industry, you have few chances to grab an agent’s attention. Your unsolicited manuscript isn’t going to be read all the way through before a decision is made. In fact,
it may not be read at all. Your query or book proposal, or whatever else the publisher you’re
courting has asked you to submit, may be the only thing anyone at the publishing house ever
reads. If you send a poorly written/edited manuscript or proposal to a publisher or agent today,
the competition will ensure that it never sees the light of day. The same goes for readers of the
self-published book. With literally hundreds of thousands of titles to choose from (about 4,000
published daily!3), you’ve got limited time and chances to impress. You’ve got to present yourself
and your work as worthy of readers’ valuable time and attention. A professional editor provides
that polish.

2. Maintaining Your Ownership of the Project
without Burdening Your Time
One critical aspect of book production is maintaining the author’s voice. That’s true not only
because it’s your book, but because your “voice” is closely aligned with your personal and company brand and is the vehicle for giving your message a fresh perspective.
We’ll ensure that your editor—and especially any ghostwriter we recommend—is keenly aware of your voice and able to maintain or replicate it
no matter the editorial changes to content, organization, or phrasing.
We ensure this for our authors by editing/ghosting several opening pages
and chapters and then running them by our authors for their feedback
and tweaks. In that way, we ensure that everyone is on the same page
before plowing ahead with further edits or ghosting.
An additional issue of ownership is dictating the speed of the project and feeling comfortable and
supported during the production process. We have plenty of experience working with, and understanding the demands on, busy professionals. If you just want it done with no hassle, we’ve
got it. If you’re particular about every word and comma in your book, we’ll happily support your
in-depth reviews, many questions, and requests for fine-tuning. If you’re not a professional
writer (as most professionals focused on other careers aren’t!), we’ll gently help you resolve your
writing weaknesses without making you feel self-conscious. After decades in the book business,
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we have nothing but patience with any author’s skill set, no matter where that skill set falls on
the spectrum.
Lastly, we are a team who definitely understands that you have the ultimate say on every decision.
We’ll work with you to determine the exact vision you have for your book, and we’ll make sure
you weigh in on all major steps in the process—from participating in and approving the edits,
copyedits, and proofs to presenting your vision for the cover and jacket copy and giving feedback on major iterations of each until we’ve got your final stamp of approval.
If you’re terribly busy and just want to be able to trust someone else with all the details (for
example, you just want to see a few sample pages of editing and then a near-final draft, final
cover options, and the advance printer’s proof), we can make sure your time is your own and
your book meets your vision as well as every standard of excellence. You determine your level of
involvement, the burdens on your time, and how your project turns out.

3. Helping You Decide On, or Helping Support,
Your Publishing and Promotion Goals
Many authors aren’t sure if they should self-publish, distribute, and promote themselves for
the long haul; whether they should do those things on a short-term basis with an eye toward
gaining the attention of an agent and traditional publisher; or whether they are interested only
in traditional publishing (for possibly expanded distribution and promotion opportunities).
These are complex decisions that are determined by several factors: the author’s personal goals,
the particular topic of the book and size of the target audience (publishers worry about saturated markets and platform size as much as they do the quality of the book), the author’s budget,
whether the author has the time to sufficiently promote, if the author already has solid connections in traditional publishing (or enough networking contacts to quickly develop publishing
connections), whether the author is in a hurry to get the book out or can potentially wait several
years for the right publishing deal, and the author’s return on investment goals or concerns over
ultimate title ownership.
Regardless of whether you know your path, our team has the experience to help you understand
your options and which choice will best meet your goals. We also have the industry background
to ensure that you approach either route with professionalism.

4. Efficient Book Production:
Success Built in from the Start (Plus Pricing Details)
There are dozens of major steps in the book production and publishing process. Trying to find an
expert in each can be dizzying. After working with hundreds of authors to produce millions of
pages, we have developed a dynamic system for producing books.
In a nutshell, this system is a done-for-you, A-to-Z solution—
eliminating the countless hours you may spend researching the ins
and outs of publishing and the worrying you may do over whether
your content is strong enough or your ideas will resonate with your
market. We’ve done all of that work so you don’t have to, and you
can focus on the results you’re seeking.
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Here’s how it goes:
1. We start with an assessment of how to position your current content/draft in the market, how to reach your target audience and compete in your genre, how to achieve your
publishing goals (self/traditional), and whether you’ll need editing or ghostwriting or a
little of both.
2. After some discussion about your marketing plans and preferred deadlines, we’ll get
going on some sample editing and will sign work-for-hire and nondisclosure contracts
with delivery of your bid.
3. The editor will execute your edit or ghostwrite, getting your feedback as often as you
need to make sure everyone is on board with the direction in which things are going.
4. When the book is done, we can fast-track it to publication or help with agent submissions (helping edit or write your query and proposal, as well as recommending ways to
find the right agent if you don’t have those contacts in place).
5. If you’re shooting for an agent as your first choice, this is where you’re off and running.
If you’re self-publishing, we’ll get you working with our publishing team to knock out a
marketable cover, back cover or jacket copy, book design, and ebook formatting. We then
move on to no-hassle, lightning-fast production, including distribution with most major
online retailers.
6. Promotion plans will start before the book is done, and you’ll be priming your audience
all along the way—getting ready to explode from the starting gate as soon as that final
draft is ready.
You’ll find a detailed chart with all the steps in the production and publishing process at the end
of this report.
Pricing Note: All of the above are customized to your needs. Editing prices range from the low
$200s to over $2,000 (depending on your manuscript’s unique needs and length, which editing
services you want, and how many rounds of quality control you choose). Publishing services
range from $500 to $13,000 (depending on how many book formats you choose, whether you
want single services or an entire done-for-you package, and whether marketing services are involved, etc.) If you don’t need a package and just want editing or other à la carte options to fill in
the blanks in your publishing plan, or want to take things slowly, no problem. We’re here when
you need us.

Find us at

EschlerEditing.com
Angela@EschlerEditing.com
Twitter: @eschlerediting
Facebook: facebook.com/AngelaEschlerEditing/
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/company/eschler-editing/
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FIVE WAYS YOU CAN USE YOUR LEGACY
FROM A THINK-BIG PERSPECTIVE
THINK BIG! You want your lifetime of learning and expertise to reach
the people who need your message, and you can help more people learn
about what you’re offering by building your platform. Thinking big
about what you have to offer the world plays a vital role in the reach of
your message, and your book is an important part of that. Here’s how a
book will help you get your message out more effectively.

1. It provides the opportunity for an expanded reach and exposure
on national and international levels. Having a book helps you get
your name and message out to millions of readers simultaneously through online stores
and book reviews. Targeted sales/promotion strategies and social media campaigns could
make your title rise to the top of Amazon and other online retailers’ lists, which allows
you a shot at best-seller lists like the New York Times and USA Today.
2. It increases opportunities for public speaking. A book is a golden ticket to get you in the
door for more speaking opportunities. It also allows for sales at the back of the room,
moving your message beyond that moment and increasing revenue streams in your
business.
3. It serves as a more compelling business introduction. You can use your book for gifts as a
way to get new business, sending it to prospects to make it clear you’re the expert they’re
looking for. It’s a great way to get past the gatekeepers in your industry.
4. It adds strength to your platform. A book gives you more authority as a speaker and author, increasing your opportunities for press and media attention.
5. It allows you to increase your bottom line and reach other businesses and thought leaders.
In addition to sales through book retailers, you can distribute your book to the places
your target audience is likely to be, such as through corporate sales or unconventional
retailers (like airports and specialty shops). And you can use the content from your book
to write articles and engage with associations and organizations—increasing your reach
online and resulting in extended opportunities for live promotion.
In summary, a book can solidify and expand your existing platform or become the foundation to build it
from the ground up.

Bottom line? You need a book!
Find out more about the publishing process and review pricing options.
Book My Free Consultation
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PUBLISHING STEPS AND TIMELINES
------------------------------------ TIME2 ------------------------------------

STEPS 1

Freelance Publishing Professional

Author Review

Production of Draft If Ghostwritten

2–6 months

3–5 weeks

Content and Prose Edit

3–8 weeks

2–3 weeks

Copyedit

2–4 weeks

1 week

Legalize Sales & Get ISBN/Copyright

2–3 days

2–3 days

Ebook Creation

1 week

2–3 days

(if author supplies draft)
(proofing phase)

Cover Design

(print & ebook covers have different requirements but use 1–2 weeks
the same image)

Back Cover Blurb/Jacket Copy

2–3 days

1–2 weeks

2–3 days

(distribution, keyword optimization, account setup, book
description)

1 week

1–2 days

Print Book Design/Typeset/Layout

2–4 weeks

Reviewed during proofread

Proofread Galleys

1–2 weeks (depends on the type of
changes to implement)

1 week (simultaneous with proofer)

(for print books)

Ebook Publishing

(of the typeset/print book)

POD Book Published & Distributed

(includes keyword optimization, book description, etc., for 2 weeks
online stores)

1–2 days to review advance copy
(within the 2 weeks)

Higher-Quantity Printing

(this is an alternative to POD)3

6–12 weeks with shipping
(paperback vs. hardcover)

1–2 days to review advance copy
(within the 6–12 weeks)

Promotion

Task dependent

Task dependent

1. 	These steps show all possible options but can be tailored to your goals. If seeking an agent and traditional publisher for book production, that step would
follow the copyedit, and the remaining steps shown would be the publisher’s sole responsibility (excluding promotion).
2. 	These timeline numbers are general approximates; the size of your manuscript, your individual freelancer agreements, and your author review time will
affect these final numbers. Be sure to discuss your deadlines with our team before finalizing your contract. (Many of the post-editorial steps happen
simultaneously.)
3.	 Clear a space in your garage if you’ve chosen this instead of POD. Only recommended if you have a larger production budget and a built-in platform to
sell your books in tandem with live events.

EschlerEditing.com / Get published. Be read. Make an Impact. / Angela@EschlerEditing.com

Copyedits and Proofs

Content and Prose Editing
(if author supplies draft)

Ghostwriter Draft
(time-friendly alternative)

Draft by Author

Determine Market Positioning
and Vision for the Book

1–3 hrs to review production design
phases

2–6 hrs to review all proofing
phases

10–20 hrs to review all editing
phases and make tweaks

15–40 hrs, spread out over several
months

150–350 hrs

2–10 hrs

For regular edits, in which the author provides a finished draft, these hours are pretty standard
unless the author is very particular about sentence-level phrasing. If you are having the book
ghostwritten, these edit/review hours are covered in the ghostwriting process and would not be
additional time commitments.

The author can create a short draft or outline and/or just supply the ghostwriter with speech
content and notes/ideas from the author’s website, articles, lectures, etc. The editor may also
need to conduct interviews, depending on the amount of raw material provided.

This estimate is based on 50,000–90,000 words (a 200–300 page book).

If these hours involve promotion strategizing, they could fall on the higher end of the scale.

Notes

YOUR TIME COMMITMENTS WHEN PRODUCING A BOOK WITH US
Author Time Commitment

Book Design, Cover Creation,
Jacket Copy

1–2 hrs to work with publisher,
approve print proofs, and review
functions of any online accounts

(On Average)

Ebook and Print Book
Created/Distributed

Ongoing based on author goals

Book Production Phases

Promotion
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FOOTNOTES
1. Arthur Plotnik, The Elements of Editing: A Modern Guide for Editors and Journalists (New York:
Macmillan, 1982), 31.
2. May 30, 2013, http://theworldsgreatestbook.com/whats-editor-worth/?goback=.
gde_3963672_member_245867565.
3. Bowker’s Annual Book Production Report

Questions about getting started, book promotion, or pricing?
Book a Free Consultation

Find us at

EschlerEditing.com
Angela@EschlerEditing.com
Twitter: @eschlerediting
Facebook: facebook.com/AngelaEschlerEditing/
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/company/eschler-editing/
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